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ABSTRACT. In this páper we identify properties which are preser-
ved by Mardesic's notion of approximate domination. In particular, we 
show that internal versions of certain shape theoretic and certain 
approximate properties, various forms of the fixed point property, 
and also compactness, pseudocompactness, and strong paracompactness 
are examples of such properties. 
AMS(MOS) Subject Classification (1980): 54C99, 54D99 
Key words and phrases: weak homotopy domination, approximate domina­
tion, ̂ -close, m-convergence, proximate fixed point property 
INTRODUCTION 
In his approach to the problen of extending the notion of shape 
fibration to arbitrary topological spaces, Mardesic M 9 | introduced 
the following definition. A space X is approximately dominated by a 
class D of spaces, in notation X ^ D , provided for every normál 
(open) cover U of X there is a Y £ Z) and maps u:X — > Y and d:Y — > X 
such that d»u is ^-close to the identity map 1„. on X, i. e., such 
that for every x £ x there is a member of U which contains both x and 
d#u(x). Except for few results in [l9l»[l5jf and [21 J on spaces which 
are approximately dominated by the class of all polyhedra, there is 
This páper is in finál form and no version of it will be submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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no evidence in the literature of attempts to further investigate the 
new concept. 
In the present paper we address ourselves to the identification 
of properties which are preserved by the approximate domination 
(which we call ^-invariant properties). More precisely, we are look-
ing for properties |T which satisfy the following condition: If X is 
approximately dominated by a class of spaces each of which has the 
property I I, then X also has the property I I. 
Our list of ^-invariant properties has more than two dozen en­
tries. It can be roughly divided into six parts. 
The first part form all 2,-invariant and all 3,-invariant pro­
perties from [3J- These are shape theoretic properties defined in 
terms of homotopy commutative diagrams involving nerves of either two 
or three normal covers. For example, the properties "to have deforma­
tion dimension = n" [Hi» "to have the k-th Betti number with respect 
to Cech homology = n", "to have trivial shape", tameness [_3j» smooth­
ness f" 3J» and movability [20J are of this type. 
The second part consists of all 2 -invariant and all 3 -invari-
a a 
ant properties from | 3 |. Those properties are approximate in nature 
because they, are defined in terms of diagrams that commute up to a 
given normal cover. Again, they involve nerves of either two or three 
normal covers. The properties "to have covering dimension - n", app­
roximate movability [21J , and the strong fixed point property [3 J are 
in this group. 
The third part comprise internal versions of properties from the 
first part. More precisely, the third part form properties which are 
invariant under the weak homotopy domination. This notion of domina­
tion is somewhere between the notion of homotopy domination and the 
notions of shape domination, 2,-domination [*3j» and 3^-domination \3y 
The idea is to use genuine maps between spaces as in the ordinary ho­
motopy theory and then project into nerves of normal covers to compa-
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re those maps as in the shape theory. The properties in this group 
are created by requering that certain maps which appear in the defi-
nitions of properties in the first part are maps into a space (this 
explains the use of the word "internal") rather than into a nerve of 
a normal cover of a space. The examples of such properties are (weak) 
internal tameness, (weak) internal smoothness, and internal movabili-
ty [4], [21]. 
The fourth part form internal versions of properties from the 
second part. They can be also regarded^ as approximate versions of pro-
perties from the previous group. Hence, (weak) internal approximate 
tameness, (weak) internal approximate smoothness, and internal appro-
ximate movability L21J.. are examples of properties of this kind. 
The fifth part includes the following three properties related 
to the fixed point property: approximate fixed point property, proxi-
mate fixed point property £l8J, and the internal strong fixed point 
property. 
Finally, the last part consists of properties from the general 
topology related to the notion of compactness. For example, compact-
ness, almost compactness Ml* pseudocompactness, strong paracompact-
ness, and T-b°unclness. 
The last three parts include properties which are preserved only 
by the approximate domination and are not preserved by other weaker 
notions of domination.. 
All of the listed properties are preserved by the m-convergence 
Pi2J on hyperspaces. Consequently, this paper establishes for the 
m-convergence results analogous to the ones proved about the q-conver-
gence in [3 {• On the other hand, since on metric spaces the m-conver-
gence is equivalent to the convergence in the metric of continuity [5J» 
our results extend to arbitrary topological spaces the results in Ĵ 5J 
and L13j and also considerably enlarge the number of properties now 
known to be preserved by the convergence in the metric of continuity. 
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PRELIMINARIES 
While the abstract and the introduction were directed to the wi-
dest possible audience, the rest of this paper is written for specia-
lists. This part requires careful reading and consistent application 
notions, explanations, and abbreviations given in the present se-
ction. 
We shall use standard logical symbols. The symbols V and ZJ are 
used in front of variables that are put in paranthesis and are follo-
wed by a formula or some other sequence of symbols. The meaning of 
the variables and the unusual symbols are explained below or in the 
text. Each parenthesis containing the symbol 3 should be followed 
mentally with words "such that". The expression within square brackets 
following a variable explains limitations on this variable and it sho-
uld be preceded mentally with the word "with". An underlined expressi-
on between the parenthesis containing the symbol j and the first co-
lon is an abbreviation for the rest of the formula and is not a part 
of the formula. This abbreviation clearly lists all preceding variab-
les. 
IF NOT STATED OTHERWISE 
X, Y, Z are topological spaces. 
A, B are subsets of X. 
C9 D are classes of topological spaces. 
SI denotes both the class of all simplicial complexes and the ca-
tegory of simplicial complexes and simplicial maps. 
I) is a topological property. 
"["]" is a class of all spaces which have the property 1|. 
x£TT=x£ft. 
X denote all normal (open) covers of X £2j. 
U9 V9 S9 H £ X and U9 Z, 7, N £ I. 
Uk [restriction of U to A ] = (U 0 A | U £ U }. 
V <U [y refines u\ iff (\/v £ V) (̂  U £U) VCU. 
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A choice of a cover of X is always made so that it refines all 
covers that have previously been defined on X. 
2uk or 2A [ star of A (w. r. t. l1)] = \J |u £ U | U f] A / 0 } 
2UV or 21/ fstar of V (w. r. t. lj)l = J2V 1 V £ 17}. 
We do not distinguish in our notation between a complex and its 
realization. 
x is a barycentric coordinate of a point x in a complex with 
respect to a vertex v. 
We do not distinguish in our notation between a normal cover and 
its nerve. Hence, U denotes also a simplicial complex whose vertices 
are members of U and IL ,..., U in U span a simplex iff (j ? ,. U. ?- 0. 
Maps are continuous functions and between simplicial complexes 
all maps are simplicial. 
C-map is a map whose domain is a member of a class C. 
I,- denotes the identity map on X. 
i. j denotes the inclusion of A into X. 
Vf is * cover f
1(lO = (f~1(V) \ V £ I7V induced by a map f:X — > I. 
fv is a (simplicial) map Vf — > V defined by fj/(f"
1(V)) = V for 
every V £ 17. 
We do not distinguish in our notation between a map and its homo-
topy class. We write f * g if maps f, g:X — > Y are homotopic and 
f -* g or f = g for homotopy classes if they are Z)-homotopic (i. e., 
if f«h * g*h for every Z)-map h:Z — > X). 
p:lj —> U ["p is a projection (of V into lj)«] iff (\/Y^V) VCp(V 
UV denotes the unique homotopy class of projections of V into U. 
p:X — > U [«p is a projection (of X into Z1)«l iff ( V u ^ l i , x £ u ) 
p(x)n > 0. 
U denotes the unique homotopy class of projections of X into U. 
WARNING: Some symbols have several different usages. However, it 
will be always clear from the context which one is meant. For examplet 
when we write ll«d»u = U it is clear that U must denote a morphism be-
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cause the left hand side contains the symbols for composition. Hence, 
U can not denote a cover or a nerve of a cover. This implies that d 
and u actually denote homotopy classes of maps and not maps themselves. 
WEAK HOMOTOPY DOMINATION 
In this section we shall introduce a relation of weak homotopy 
domination. It is weaker than the relation of homotopy domination, but 
stronger than the homotopy relations 2, and 3^ from [3J. 
(3.1) NOTATION. Write X *£ Y provided (3u:X — > Y, d:Y — > X) 
l/odou = U. 
We shall say that X is weakly homotopy dominated by a class D, in 
notation X < D9 provided ( V ^ ) ( 3 Y £ # ) X <; Y. When/) = { Y ) , a class 
with a single element Y, we use X < Y instead of X < [ Y ] . If for every 
X £C9 X < D, then the class D weakly homotopy dominates the clasts C 
and we write C < D . 
(3.2) THEOREM. The relation of weak homotopy domination is refle-
xive and transitive. 
PROOF. ( X < C , C<fl => X < z)), Let U £ X. Since X < C , there is a 
Y £ C and maps a:X — > Y and b:Y —*> X such that l1oboa = U . Let U = 
#,€. Y. Since C < D , there is a Z £ Z) and maps m:Y — > Z and n:Z — > Y 
such that (Vonom = U . Put u = m«a:X — > Z and d = b«n:Z — > X. Then 
#»d«u = l1ob«nom»a = b,.°fVonomoa = h^Uo a = l1«b©a = l1 . In other words, 
X < Z and, therefore, X < D . 
Recall [3] that we write X ^ Y provided (3^) ^ ( ^ ) : (\/z)(9»/) • 
^((V, Z, Ij): (\/^)(3T-» e:A/ — > U 9 viV — > Z , f:7 — > S ) e*(VZov = ljV 
and e«(V7 = lis of. 
(3.3) THEOREM. X ^ Y => X ^ Y. 
PROOF. Since X <£ Y, there are maps u:X —> Y and d:Y —> X such 
t h a t l/»dou = / 1 . Let (V = l1d £ Y. We claim t h a t 3^(U) i s t r u e . 
Indeed, l e t Z £ Y . Put I7 = Z u £ x . P ick an S £ X with s < l1, 17. 
Then ^UZ^M^VS^S = d^UZ^u^V = d^«<VZ«Zou = d^o<VoU = # o d * u = # = 
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USoS. It follows from [20, p. 3281, that there is an fl £ X such that 
(1) <I^-VZOUZ»IM = un. 
Our claim will be proved provided we show that 3h(^» Zf ft) ig true. 
In order to see this, let A £ X. Put 7 = ^ £ 1 . Choose a B £ Y 
which refines both Z and 7. Let f5:l7 > V and q:B — > 7 . Put e = d..: 
U > U , v = u-,°p:/V — > Z , and g = d-oq:B — > A . Observe that 
UA*g*B = UAo&A*7B*B =UA*dA*7 =UA»A*& = Uo d = d^U = e
9UB*B . Once 
again, {"20, p. 328J implies that there is an T £ Y such that 
(2) UAogW = e*(Vr" . 
Let %'J — > B . Put f = g»s:r" > A . It remains to check e#<VZov = a/7 
and e«tVr" = UA°f. But, the first of these equalities is simply another 
form of (1), while the second follows from (2). 
The relations 3h and 2, in the statement of the following coro-
llary were introduced in £3J-
( 3 . 4 ) COROLLARY. ( a ) X < 0 => x з h ø . 
(b ) X < D => X 2 Һ D. 
( c ) C < D => C З h D. 
( d ) C < Ű => C 2 Һ D. 
PROOF. The implication (a)[ follows from the above theorem, (b) 
is a consequence of (a) because X 3
h
 D implies X 2, D, while (c) and 
(d) follow from (a) and (b), respectively. 
Recall that Y homotopy dominates X provided there are maps u:X 
— > Y and d:Y — > X such that d«u * 1y. Since the compositions of no-
motopic maps with a map are homotopic, if Y homotopy dominates X, then 
X < Y. 
The following observation shows that in order to check whether X 
v 
is weakly homotopy dominated by a class D instead of the Cech system 
of X we can use arbitrary ANR-expansion £ = (p.):X — > X = (X., p. ., I) 
of X [20, p. iSJ. Write X < D provided for every i £ l there is a Y 
Q, D and maps u:X — > Y and d:Y — > X such that p.odou = p ^ 
(3.5) THEOREM. For every ANR-expansion £ of X, the relations 
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PROOF. Sinc he morphism p = (l1):X — > X = (u t UV t X) is an ANR-
expansion of X [20, p.32вj, i suffices o show ha for ANR-expansi-
ons £ and £ of X, he r la ion X < D impli s X < D. 
Suppose £ = (q.):X — > Z = (Z., -tk» J) smd j £ J. The condi ion 
(E1) for £ appli d o a morphism q.:X > Z. impli s ha h r is an 
J J 
i £ I and a morphism,r:X. — > Z. in he homo opy ca egory Шop such 
•- J 
ha q . = rop . Since X <. D9 h г i s a Ï ^ Z
1 and maps u:X —> Y and 
d:Y > X wi h p .odou = p . . Th n q . o d t u = г«p,»dou = rвp = q . 
In vi w of Г20, Th orem 4, P- 50j, he abov h oгem includes as 
a special case h following cri rion for a m rizable space o Ъ 
weakly homo opy domina ed Ъy a class D. I is us ful in verifying he 
examples b low. 
(3-6) THEOREM. A m rizable spac X is w akly homo opy domina d 
by a class D provided for ev гy n ighboгhood U of X in an ANR which 
con ains X as a clos d subse h re is a Y £ D and maps u:X — > Y and 
d:Y — > X such ha dou is homo opic o h inclusion of X in o U. 
(3.7) EXAMPLES. (a) The rev rse implica ions in he Corollaгy 
(З.-l) are no rue. Inde d, h Warsaw circl W and h circl S sa-
isfy W 2, S and W З
h
 S b cause W and S ar shap quival n . However, 
W is no weakly homo opy domina ed Ъy S Ъecaus very map of S in o W 
is null-homo opic and her aг n ighborhoods of W in h plan insi-
de of which W can no be con rac ed o a poin . 
(b) The closur A of h graph of h func ion sin(1/x), 0<x = 1, 
is w akly homo opy domina d by h on -poin spac P b caus A has 
rivial shape. Bu , A is no homo opy domina ed by P b caus A is no 
con гac ibl . 
THE <-INVARIANT PROPERTIES 
Th goal in his s c ion is o id n ify prop r i s ha ar pr -
s rv d by h w ak homo opy domina ion. Mos of hos prop r i s mig-
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ht be regarded as internal versions of corresponding 2,-invariant and 
3h-invariant properties from £3J. 
-*w-
A property "JT *s <-invariant provided X < TT implies X t ' l , In 
other words, || is ^-invariant provided X has the property J| when-
ever X is weakly homotopy dominated by a class of spaces having the 
property ||. 
We shall say that X has a property ^C provided X ^ C . The theo-
rem (3.2) implies the following. 
(4.1) COROLLARY. The property <,C is ^-invariant. 
On the other handf the corollary (3.4) implies the following. 
(4.2) COROLLARY. All. 2,-invariant and all 3n-invariant properties 
are ^-invariant. 
Let H7o/? denote the homotopy category of topological spaces. Let 
T and 9 be collections of morphisms in H7o/?. We shall say that X has 
a property Q]7 provided U £ T for every # £ x . Similarly, X has a 
property (£; T =-> £) provided (\JU) (3 V) (V C £ Cf f:C — > X) ! 7 » f £ 7 - - > 
•̂f £ Q. 
A subcollection T of the collection Mor/C of all morphisms of a 
category K. is a left ideal in H provided u«f £ T whenever f ̂ , u £ 
Mor/t.f and u»f is defined. One similarly defines a right ideal in A!. 
If T is both a right and a left ideal in #f then T is an ideal in /-*. 
For every collection T of morphisms in H7o/?f X £ {^op; MorH7o/? => 
?T implies x £ [ ]7. The converse is true when 7 is a right ideal in 
H7o/?. Hencef the next theorem includes the following statement: If T 
is an ideal in H7o/?f then the property \J\T is ^-invariant. 
(4.3) THEOREM. If T and 9 are left ideals in H7o/?f then the pro-
perty ici 7 =-> 9) is <-invariant. 
PROOF. Let D be a class of spaces with the property (C; T => &). 
Suppose X < Z). We must show that X £ (d 7 => £). 
Let ^ £ 1 Since X < 0f there is a Y £ Z) and maps u:X — • Y and 
d:Y — y x such that ^d»u * U. Let ld = U^ £ Y. Since Y £.(C; 7 => £) f 
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there is a Z ^ Y such that for every C-map g:C — > Yf Z^g ^ 7 => 
U* g £ 9 • Let S = Z u £ 1. Pick a 17 £ X with V < ZZ , s . 
Suppose f:C » X is a C-map and V f £ r". Since f is a left ide-
al in H7o/?f \lz^SV^V^f = Z«u«f £ r". The way in which Z was chosen imp-
lies that #«u«f £ £. Since £ is also a left ideal in H7o/?f we get 
d^«u«f = ZZ#d»u«f = ZZ«f £ £ . 
Internal versions of many familiar shape properties are of the 
form IY for a suitable choice of the ideal 7. For example, taking 
for the ideal 7 homotopy classes of maps f:X — • Y which satisfy (1) 
f is (Cf Z))-tame [_1o]; (2) f is (Cf Z))-smooth [lo]; and (3) catj,f = n 
[7] will give us properties []7 such that (1) X is weakly internally 
(Cf Z))-tame; (2) X is weakly internally (Cf Z))-smooth; and (3) icatpX 
- n (the internal F-category of X is less than or equal to n)f respec-
tively. In order to help the reader dechipher above notionsf we shall 
define the first property. A space X is weakly internally (Cf Z))-tame 
provided (VU, c £ C f f:C — > X ) ( 3 D £ 0 , a:C — > Df b:D — > U) ZZ«f = 
b«a. 
Let R and T be binary relations on morphisms of H7o/?. A space X 
has a property (C ; R =-> T) provided (\JU ) (3 V) (V C £ C f ff g:C — > X) 
V*Z R V*g =-> ZZ*f T ZZ«g. 
Let R be a binary relation on the collection Mor# of all morphisms 
in a category K . Then R is 1-stable provided u#f R u«g whenever ff g, 
u^Mor/C, f R g, and u»f and u«g are defined. 
U.4) THEOREM. If R and T are 1-stable binary relations on morp-
hisms of H7o/?, then the property (C; R 5 TT is ^-invariant, 
PROOF. Analogous to the proof of the theorem (4.3). 
A property of mild internal (C, D)-smoothness provides an example 
of the property to which the theorem U.-i) applies. Here, X is mildly 
internally (C, Z))-smooth provided (\JU) Q l 7 ) ( V c £ . C , f, g:C — > X) 
l/of £ i/og * U*t -= ZZ#g. 
Let Qc be a q-system on C [3]. A space X is internally (^-movable 
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provided (\Ju)(3v) 0£°(^ V)i (\}c£C9 f :C — > V) (̂  (i, DQ, D, D . ^ 6 
Qc, F:D — > U9 g:D1 — » X) F|D Q = UV*fl and F|D1 = U*g. 
. Observe that every internally Q^-movable space is Q^-movable £3j» 
Also, a space X in internally Hc^-movable [3J iff X is internally mo-
vable [_2l]. 
(i.5) THEOREM. The internal Q^-movability is a ,/-invariant pro-
perty. 
PROOF. Let D be a class of internally Q^-movable spaces. Suppose 
X *C D. We must show that X is internally Q^-movable. 
Let Z 1 £ x . Since X < D9 there is a Y £ D and maps u:X — > Y and 
d:Y —*"X such that ZZ«d«u = U. Since Y is internally Q^-movable, there 
is a ZQ^Y such that Q̂ °(fV, Z) holds. Let V = Z £ X. Pick an s £ x 
with S < U9 V. Observe that du*VZ'uz
0VS*S = du'MZ>uz<>V = du*b)Z*Z*u = 
d ^ « u = ZZ»doU = U = USoS. By [20, p. 328^, there is an 17 £ x such 
that &(JL*UZ*uz*Vfl = Ufl. We claim that Q*°(U9 17) is true. 
Indeed, let a C-map f:C — > 17 be given. It follows from Q™°(^, Z) 
that there is an (i, DQ, D, D 1 ) £ QQ , a G: D — » U9 and an h:D,. > Y 
such that G|D Q = UZ^u^VSof«i and G\D1 = lVoh. Put F = d^G:D — > Z1 and 
g = d»h:D1 — > X. Then F| D Q = d^UZ^u^ W«foi = ZZso fo i and F\DI = 
d^GJP1 = du*U*h = ZZ*doh = Z/og. 
A space X is internally (C, Z))-tame provided (\Ju)&V) i(C, Z))t& 
U9 lj): (V C £ C, f :C — > !/) ("3 D £ *>, a:C — > D, b:D — > X) Z/oboa = 
'/Vof, 
Every internally (C, Z))-tame space is both (C, Z))-tame ĵ 3J and 
aakly internally (C, Z))-tame. 
U.6) THEOREM. The internal (C, Z))-tameness is a <-invariant 
property. 
PROOF. Let £ be a class of internally (C, Z))-tame spaces. Suppose 
X *£ £. We must show that X is internally (Cf Z))-tame. 
Let U £ X. Since X < <£, there is a Y £ £ and maps u:X — > Y and 
d:Y — > X such that Z/#d»u » (Z. Let (V = UdQ Y. Since Y is internally 
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(C, 2))-tame, t h e r e i s a Z £ Y such t h a t i ( C , 0 ) t (# ,
 l ) h o l d s . Let V = 
Z u £ . ' x . P ick an S £ X wi th s < lj , 1/. Observe t h a t d ^ Z « u ^ s ^ s = 
dL^UZ^u^V = tyUZoZoyx = d ^ « u = #°d*u * tf = l15*s . By [j20, p . 3 2 8 ] , 
t h e r e i s an /? ^ X such t h a t d^°.VZo uz°W? = lM . We c la im t h a t i ( C , 0 ) t 
(tf, r7) i s t r u e . 
I n d e e d , l e t a C-map f:C —> fl be g i v e n . Let /p:l'? —> 1/. Put g = 
u 2 °po f :C — > Z . By 1(C , fl)ta(-V» Z ) , t h e r e i s a D £ £ and maps a:C —> 
D and h:D —> I such t h a t (V*h«a = <VZ*g. Put b = d«h:D — > X. 
A space X i s i n t e r n a l l y ( c , 1})-smooth p r o v i d e d ( V ^ ) ( 3 V) i ( C , /J) 
sm 
01, 1/): (VcGc, a, b:C — > 1/ [a ̂  b] ) (3 a', b':C — > X) ljoa' = ljVoa, 
ljob' = lil/ob, and li«a' = lj*b'. 
Every internally (C, Z))-smooth space is both (C, Z))-smooth [̂ 3j and 
weakly internally (C, D)-smooth. 
(4.7) THEOREM. The internal (C, D)-smoothness is a < -invariant 
property. 
PROOF. Analogous to the proofs of the theorems (4«6) and (4-5). 
APPROXIMATE DOMINATION 
The notion of approximate domination has been introduced by Mar-
desic in M9J. It is a concept typical of the "approximate geometric 
topology". In this area we replace "strict" conditions with "approxi-
mate" conditions with an error as small as we please. The error is 
measured by a normal cover and depends on the following definitions 
of closeness for maps. 
Let ^ t ~ x * ̂ o r x, y £ X , write x ~ y provided there is a II t .i 
such that x, y ^ U . 
Maps f, g:Z —•> X are li-close (in notation, f —-> g') provided f(z) 
~g(z) for every z£l Z. In the case when 2 C X and f ^ L x» then we 
say that f is l/-small (in notation, f < # ) . 
Let A, B Q X . Let 17 £ A and U(Z%. For x £ V and y £ U9 write 
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x .~y provided given V £ V and W £ U with Xy > 0 and y„ > 0, then the-
re is a U £ U such that V U W C u -
Maps f:Z — > V and g:Z — > tV are l1-close (in notation, f ~ g ) pro-
vided f(z)*~g(z) for every z £ Z. 
In the case when C d X , ^ G.C. and Z = Z, the above definition 
is equivalent to the following. Maps f:Z — > 17 and g:Z — > U are l/-clo-
se iff (\/v G z ) ( B u G ^ ) f(V)Ug(V)CU. In this situation, f is 
l1-small (in notation, f < 1̂) provided f*~12-
Let A£LX- Le-t ^ £ A . For an x £ X and a y £ I/, write x*-̂ -y pro-
vided given a V £ 17 with y„ > 0, then there is a U £ Li such that x ^ U 
and V C U . 
Ma.j,s f :Z — > X and g:Z — > V are l1-close (in notation, f ~ g) 
provided f(z)/~g(z) for every z ^ Z . 
(5.1) NOTATION. Write X ^ Y provided (3u:X — > Y, d:Y — > X) 
d«u < U. 
We shall say that X is approximately dominated by a class D9 in 
notation X 4 D9 provided ( \ / ^ ) ( 3 Y £ 0 ) X < ^ Y. When D = { Y } , a class 
with a single element Y, we use X ^ Y instead of X *4 {YJ. If for every 
X ^ C , X-^ D9 then the class D approximately dominates the class C and 
we write C^D [l9, Definition 1^. 
(5.2) THEOREM. The relation of approximate domination is reflexi-
ve and transitive. 
PROOF. See [l9. Remark ll. 
Recall [3] that we write X 3^ T provided (1 V 9 U) 3^(V, U)\ (\jZ) 
( 3 s ) 3UAV, U9 Z, s): (\}n)(^79 e:U -.-> V9 v:s —-> Z, f:7 — > 17, *$9 ?) a  
e o p . v ^ l j and e->r~f. 
(5.3) THEOREM. X 4 ^ T =-> X 3 ^ T. 
PROOF. Choose maps u:X > Y and d:Y — > X such that d»u<.^. Let 
^ = ̂ d G T . We claim that 3jfV.
 u) is true. 
In order to check this, let Z £*Y. put V = Z g. f. Pick an ^^'x 
with *> < # , V. Now, we claim that 3 ^ V , ^. 2, s) is true. 
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Indeed, let 17 £ x . Put 7 = fld^ Y. Pick an N ̂ 7 with N < Z , 7. 
Let p:Z >(V, r:/V >U> q :s —i> V, and ŝ/V — > 7. Define e = d̂  :U 
— > U , v = u z «q : s — > Z 9 and f = d^^aiN — > H. It remains to see that 
eopov ^211 and e«r/-*w f. 
Let S £ s . Pick a Z ^ Z such that q(S) = u"1(Z). Hence, v(S) = Z. 
Next, we choose a U £ U with p(Z) = d~ (U). In other words, e©pov(S) = 
U. Let x £ s . Then x^q(S) so that u(x) £ Z. Since Z(^p(Z) = d"1(U), 
we get dou(x) £ U. But, dou < U implies that there is a U,.^ U with 
x, dou(x)^U r It follows that S\Je.pov(S) = S U U C
2 / j U , i. e., 
that eop.v < 7J1. 
On the other hand, let N £ N. Pick an M £ fl and a U £ U such that 
s(N) = d"1(M) and r(N) = d"1(U). Then f(N) = M and eor(N) = U. But, 
N C S ( N ) f\ r(N) s o t h a t M H U 7- 0. This means that f (N) U eor(N) C 
2^U, i. e., that eor ~ f. 
The relations 30 and 2o in the statement of the following coro-a a 
llary were defined in \ 3J. 
(5. A) COROLLARY, (a) X^/) => X 3 2 . 
(b) X 4, D =-> X 2& D. 
(c) c <z) =-> C 3 l>. 
a 
(d) C < z) =» C 2fi /). 
a 
PROOF. The implication (a) follows from the above theorem, (b) is 
a consequence of (a) because X 3 D implies X 2 D, while (c) and (d) 
a a 
follow from (a) and (b), respectively. 
Recall [6J that Y r-dominates X provided there are maps u:X —•> Y 
and d:Y — > X such that dou = 1--. Clearly, if Y r-dominates X, then 
X < Y. 
The following observation shows that in order to check whether X 
V 
is approximately dominated by a class D instead of the Cech system of 
X we can use arbitrary resolutions £ = (p.):X — > (X., Vii* I) of X 
[19]. Write X 4 D provided {\JiQiI, U (^X^i^Y^D, U:X — > Y, 
d:Y — > X) p.»dou*~p.. 
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(5.5) THEOREM. For every resolution £ of the space X, the relati-
ons X ^D and X ̂  D are equivalent. 
PROOF. Suppose X < ^ Let an i ^ I and a U £ X± be given. Let 
V = U ^ 7 . Select a Y £D and maps u:X — > Y and d:Y — > X with d*u 
< V. Then p.©d«u ^ p , . 
Conversely, suppose X ^ z). Let U^X. Since every resolution 
satisfies the condition (B1) (see the proof of the Theorem 6 in [j9j)» 
there exists an i ^ I and a normal cover V of X. such that pT (̂ ) re-
fines U. Now, use X 4 D to get a Y £ D and maps u:X — > Y and d:Y 
— > X with p.«dou^-p. . Clearly, d«u<.<7. 
(5.6) THEOREM. X 4. D => X < D. 
PROOF. Let l1 t X - Since U i s an ANR, there i s a normal cover A of 
U s u c h ' t h a t »4-close maps i n t o U are homotopic [ j 7 j . Let p:X —> U. Put 
V = A £x. S ince X 4 D, there i s a Y £ D and maps u:X —> Y and d:Y 
ft 
— > X such tha t d«u < V. Then p d i u ^ p so that p«d*u - p. Hence, 
//odou = U. 
(5.7) EXAMPLES, (a). The reverse implications in the corollary 
(5.4-) are not true. Indeed, the circle S and the circle with the spiral 
C satisfy C 3 S but C is not approximately dominated by S. 
(b). The closure A of the graph of the function sin(1/x), 0 <^ x 
^ 1, is approximately dominated by the arc I but A is not r-dominated 
by I. 
(c) Also, A is weakly homotopy dominated by the one-point space 
P but A is not approximately dominated by P. 
The next result shows that the limit of an m-convergent net of 
subsets is approximately dominated by the members of the net. 
Recall the definition of the m-convergence on the hyperspace Z.Z 
of all non-empty subsets of a space Z f 12J• For X, Y £ a Z and an £ ^ 
. Z, write X ~ Y provided {^fiX —•> Y, g:Y — > X) f < <£ and g < £ . We 
shall say that a net \^A\\CL'[ *n *^ ---converges to an X ̂ ^ Z (in nota-
tion, Xi -j-* X) provided (\/£ £ Z) (3 iQ £ I) ( V
1 = ^ *Cm X' 
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(5.8) THEOREM. Let X be a P-embedded Q2J subset of a topological 
space Z. Let JX.f.^j De a n e t in *aZ. If X. — > X, then X ^ jX.r.^-,. 
PROOF. Let U&X. Choose a V £X with 217 < U. Since X is P-embed-
ded in Z, there is a n £ ^ Z with £ x < 17. Pick a n i ^ I such that X ~ 
X±. Clearly, X <^
U X±. 
(5.9) COROLLARY. Let { x ^ ^ -- be a net of P-embedded subsets of 
a topological space Z. Let X ^ a Z . If X. —-> X, then X ̂  lX. r .£ j. 
PROOF. By [_1l] and [l2̂ J, X is P-embedded in X. 
THE <-INVARIANT PROPERTIES 
We now turn to the identification of properties that are preser-
ved by. the approximate domination. 
A property TT is 4. -invariant provided X ^ I | implies X £ I 1. It 
is m-invariant if for every net [X. \*C.T of subsets of a topological 
space Z and a P-embedded subset X of Z with X. —-> X, X. £ TT for eve-
ry i Q I implies X £ TT. .. 
The corollaries (5-4), (5.6), and (5.8) imply the following sta-
tements, respectively. 
(6.1) COROLLARY. All 2 -invariant and all 3 -invariant properties 
a a 
L3J are ^ -invariant. 
(6.2) COROLLARY. All ^-invariant properties are ^-invariant. 
(6.3) COROLLARY. All 4*-invariant properties are m-invariant. 
We shall say that X has a property 4*C provided X ̂  C. The theo-
rem (5.2) implies the following. 
(6.4) COROLLARY. The property *^C is 4-invariant. 
Let T£ MorTop. We shall say that X has a property BT provided 
(V#)(3 v* f*X — > V) f < // and f £ f. A space X has a property BT 
provided (V#)(3f:X — > X) f <. U and f£T. Observe that X £sr" imp-
lies X £ BT whenever T is a left ideal in 7op. 
(6.5) THEOREM. If T is an ideal in 7op9 then both BT and BT are 
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are 4*-invariant properties. 
PROOF. We shall prove that sr" is ^-invariant. An analogous proof 
for the property "sr" is left to the reader. 
Let D be a class of spaces having the property sr". Suppose X ̂  D. 
We must show that X £.s^. 
Let U £ X. Select a V £ X with 2V < lj. Since X 4 /) , there is a Y 
£ D and maps u:X > Y and d:Y — > X with d*u < V. Since Y £ sr" and 
(V = V £ Y , there is a Z £ Y and a map g:Y — > Z such that g < <V and 
g(£ r". Let /p:Z — > (V. Put f = d^pago^X — > V. One can easily check 
that f £ 7" and f CU. 
A space X is internally C-e-movable provided ( v U)(ZJV) iC®n(11, 
jO: (\}c£C, f:C —> V)(3g:C —>X) f^g. 
mo 
Observe that every internally C-e-movable space is C-e-movable 
[3j» Also, if C is a class of k-spaces, then a compactum X is inter-
nally C-e-movable iff X is C-e-movable L8J» 
(6.6) THEOREM. The internal C-e-movability is a 4s -invariant pro-
perty. 
Let D be a class of internally C-e-movable spaces. Suppose X ̂  D. 
We must show that X is internally C-e-movable. 
Let U £ X. Select- a V £ X, a Y £ D, and maps u:X — > Y and d: Y — 1 
X with IV C. U and d*u < 17. Let U = Vd £ Y . Since Y is internally C-e-
movable, there is a Z ^ Y such that iCe (<V, Z) holds. Let an S (^ X re-
fines both V and Z . We claim that iCe (U, s) is true, 
u mo 
Indeed, consider a C-map f:C — > S . Let *p:s — > Z . Let h =- u2»p
# 
f:C — » Z . The condition iCe (£l, Z) implies that there is a map k:C 
— ¥ Y with h^-k. Put g = d«k:C — > X. It remains to check that f ~ g . 
Let xQ C. Consider an S £ S with f(x)g > 0. Let Z « u(p(S)) £ Z . 
Then h(x)„ > 0. The relation h ~ k implies that there is a W£&l such 
that h(x)£ W and Z C W. Let V -= d(W). dearly, g(x) £ V and d(Z)C.V. 
Let y £ S . Then/u(y)^Z and d*u(y) £ V. Since d«u < 17, there is a V.1 
€ 1/ such that d*u(y), y £ V1. In other words, SG^V.* Pick a TJ £ & 
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with 2VV C U. Then g(x) £ U and S C U. 
A space X is weakly internally (Cf Z?)-e-tame provided ( yU, C £ C, 
f:C — * X ) ( B D £Z), a:C — > Df b:D — > X) f~b»a. It is internally 
(C, Z))-e-tame whenever ( V ^ M r U ) i(Cf 0)Ja(tf. V): (\/c£Cf f:C — > 
*0(BD£ ̂ » a:C — > D» bsD — • x) f ~b«a. 
Observe that every internally (Cf ; a-tame space is weakly in-
ternally (Cf Z))-e-tame. The converse is not true in general. Indeed, 
the Warsaw circle W is weakly internally ({s >, |Ij)-e-tamef but it is 
not internally (|S ] , <Ij)-e-tame. A compactum X is internally (C, Z))-
e-tame iff it satisfies the definition (3.1) in [ 9j. Also, a (weakly) 
internally (C, Z))-e-tame space is (weakly) internally (C, Z))-tame. 
(6.7) THEOREM. Both the weak internal (C, Z))-e- tameness and the 
internal (C, Z))-e- tameness are ^-invariant properties. 
PROOF. We shall prove that the internal (C, Z))-e-tameness is a 
^-invariant property. An analogous proof for the weak internal (C» Z))-
e-tameness is left to the reader. 
Let £ be a class of internally (C, Z))-e-tame spaces. Suppose X 4* 
£. We must show that X is internally (C, Z))-e-tame. 
Let U £ X. Pick a V £ X with 2V < U. Since X 4, <£ , there is a Y £ 
€ and maps u:X — > Y and d:Y — > X such that d»u <. V. Let U = Vd £• Y. 
Since Y is internally (C , Z))-e-tamef there is a Z £. Y such that i(Cf 
Z))®a(/(/f Z) holds. Let s £ X refines both V and Z . We claim that i(Cf 
Z))®a(ZZf s) is true. 
Indeed, let C £ C and f:C — > S . Let p : s — » Z . Put g -= uz»pof: 
C — > Z. By i(Cf -))®a(^» 2)t there is a D £ D and maps a:C — • D and 
c:D -—> Y such that g ~ c«a. Put b -= doc:D — * X. Then f JL boa. 
A space X is internally (C, Z?)-e-smooth provided (\jU)(2v) i(C, 
D)eem(U, V): ( V c £ C f af b:C — > V Q a & b])(3a\ b':C — > X) aJ-La\ 
b<*-b'f and a' * b'. It is weakly Internally (c , D )-e-smooth whenever 
Nu, C£C, a, b:C _ > x [a&b])<3a\ b':C _ > X ) a IL a', b £ b \ 
and a' *=-* b'. 
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Observe that every internally(C , 2))-e-smooth space is weakly in-
ternally (c» D)-e-smooth. The converse is not true in general. For 
example, the Warsaw circle is weakly internally (\S }, |1j)-e-smooth 
but it is not internally (\s |, i1j)-e-smooth. A (weakly) internally 
(C, z))-e-smooth space is (weakly) internally (C , Z))-smooth. 
(6.8) THEOREM. Both the weak internal (C, D)-e-smoothness and the 
internal (C» D)-e-smoothness are ^-invariant properties. 
PROOF. The proof is similar to the proof of the theorem (6.7). 
The next three properties are related to the fixed point proper-
ty. 
Let T be a collection of morphisms in the category Top of topo-
logical spaces and continuous functions. We shall say that a space X 
has the approximate fixed point property with respect to T(In notati-
on, X£afpp(f)) provided (\/u, f:X — » X [ f ^ f ] ) ( 3 x ^ X ) xiLf(x). 
Recall that X has the fixed point property with respect to T(in 
notation, X £fpp(r")) if for every map f:X — > X in T there is a po-
int x £ x with x * f(x). The fpp(Mor/o/?) is the familiar fixed point 
property. Clearly, X £ fpp(r") implies X £ afpp(F). 
(6.9) PROPOSITION. (Bestvina). Let X be a paracompact T2 space. 
Then x£afpp(F) implies x£fpp(r"). 
PROOF. Suppose X(jtfpp(r"). Then there is a map f:X — » X in T 
such that x £ f(x) for every x ^ X . Since X is T^, for every x £ X 
there is an open neighborhood U of x and an open neighborhood V of 
f(x) with U n V - 0. Since f is continuous, for every x £ X, there 
is an open neighborhood W of x such that W CL u v
 an<* f ( W ) C V » Sin-
X X X X X 
ce X is paracompact, the open cover U « { W } ci x i s a tiorma^ cover 
of X [2J. Clearly, for every U £ U and every x £ X, x £ U implies f(x) 
& U. Hence, Xfitafpp(r"). 
(6.10) THEOREM. If T is an ideal in 7op, then the property afpp(F) 
is ^-invariant. 
PROOF. Let D be a class of spaces having the property afpp(F). 
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Suppose X^D. We must show that X £afpp(r"). 
Let an f :X — > X in T and a U £ X be given. Pick a V £ X with 21/ 
< U. Since X 4 / ) . there i s a Y g D and maps u:X — » Y and d:Y — • X 
such that dou <[/. Let g = u«fod:Y — > Y. Observe that g £ r". Since Y 
£ afpp(r-), there is a y £ Y such that y ~ g(y). Let x = d(y). It is 
easy to check that x ~ f ( x ) . Hence, X£afpp(r"). 
The following definitions provide an extension from metric spaces 
to arbitrary topological spaces of proximate notions in L^J * 
Let f:X > Y be a function between topological spaces and let V 
be an open cover of Y. The function f is [/-continuous at a point x £ X 
provided there is a neighborhood U of x in X such that f (U) C~_^ 2f (x). 
If f is (/-continuous at every point x £,X, then we say that f is [/-con-
tinuous. 
Another, more restrictive, notion relies on normal covers of X. 
The function f is [/-Continuous provided there is a U £ X such that 
f(2x)d 2f(x) for every x £ X. 
These two different concepts of proximate continuity lead to two 
different versions of the proximate fixed point property [j8j. 
Let r" be a collection of morphisms in the category Set* of sets 
and functions. Write x£pfpp(r") provided (\fu)Qv) 'pfpp̂  (U, [/): (V 
f:X — > X [f £ ?, [/-Continuous]) (3 x £ X) xlLf(x). If an entirely 
analogous condition for [/-continuous functions in T holds, then we 
write X£pfpp(f). Clearly, X£pfpp(r") implies X£pfpp(r"). The con-
verse is true for paracompact spaces. A compactum X has the proximate 
fixed point property Ql8J iff X £ pfpp(Mors*2~d.4). Also, since a conti-
nuous function f:X — > X is [/-continuous for every open cover V of X, 
if T is a collection of morphisms in 7op9 then X£pfpp(f) implies 
x£afpp(r"). 
(6.11) THEOREM. If T is an ideal in Set*, then the properties 
pfpp(F) and pfpp(r") are ^-invariant. 
PROOF. Let D be a class of spaces with the property pfpp(r"). Su-
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ppose X ̂  D. We must show that Xc^pfpp(r"). 
Let U £ X. Choose a ^ X with 2V < lj . Since X 4 Z), there is a Y 
C # and maps u:X > Y and d:Y » X such that d»u < V. Let A/ = Vd£ 
Y. Since Y£pfpp(r")» there is a Z £ ? such that pf pjy (-V, Z) holds.Let 
s = Z ^ X. We claim that pfpp- (U, 5) is true. 
Indeed, let f:X > X be an s-continuous function in T . Put g = 
uofod:Y > Y. Observe that g ̂ r". We shall first prove that g is Z-
continuous. 
Let z £Y. It suffices to show that g* is Z-continuous at the po-
int z. Since f is s-continuous, there is a neighborhood N of d(z) in 
X such that f(N) Q 2^f(d(z)). In other words, u«f(N) C 2zg(z). Since 
d is continuous, there is a neighborhood M of z in Y with d(M) C N. 
Hence, g(M) = u*fod(M) Cu*f(N)C 2zg(z). 
It follows now from the pf pp«- (<V. Z) that there is a point y ^ Y 
andaV^l/ such that y, g(y) £ d~1 (V). Let x = d(y) £- X. Pick a U C 
11 with 2VQU. Clearly, x, d#g(y) £ V. Since dog(y) = dou(f(x)) and 
d*u <l/, there is a V*1 £ V such that f(x), d*u(f(x)) c~
 v-j • Hence, x, 
f(x)£U. 
The above proof applies also to the property pfpp(f) provided we 
iskw that g is Z-Continuous when f is s-Continuous. 
In order to prove this, first use the fact that f is s-continuous 
to get an IV £ X such that f(2^d(z))C 2^f(d(z)) = u~1 (2zu*fod(z)) = 
u" (2zg(z)) and, therefore, u«f(2^d(z))C 2zg(z) for every z £ Y. Put 
A = ̂ d€l'l. Since 2/J?z = d~
1 (2^d(z)), we get g(2^z) = u<>fod(2/)?z) == u*f 
(2/l/d(z))C 2zg(z), for every z £ Y. 
Let, F be a collection of morphisms in 7op. Write X ^ sfpp(F) pro-
vided (\JU)(^V) f±xf(Ut V); (Vf:X — > I/ [f £ *]) (3 x £ X) xJLf(x). 
Recall Q3] that we write X £ sfpp(/r) provided (V^)(3^) Fixf(#, V)x 
(^S, f.s —* I/ {f £ ? ] ) ( 3 s £ s ) S^f(S). 
(6.12) PROPOSITION. If T is a right ideal in 7op, then X£srfpp(F) 
implies X£sfpp(F). 
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Let 11 £ x . Pick V, S e£X such that 2V <. U and Fixf(li, S) holds. 
We claim tha+- ¥±Xf(U, S) is true. 
Indeed, let an 17 £ X and an f:17 > s in F be given. Let p:X — > 
17• The composition g = f©p:X — > S is in f, Hence, there is an x £ X 
with x ~ g ( x ) . Pick an M ̂ 17 such that x ^ M. One can easily check that 
M ^ f(M). 
(6.13) PROPOSITION. If M B a left ideal in Top, then X ^ - s f p p ( r ' ) 
implies X^afpp(F). 
PROOF. Let an ±*:X > X in T and a U £ X be given. Since X £ 
sfpp(r~), there is a V £ X such that Fix^ (U, V) holds. Let p:X — > V. 
Put g = p*f :X — > V . Since g (2 T , by Fix.-- (U, V), there is an x £ X with 
xo-g(x). Clearly, x ~ f ( x ) . 
(6.U) THEOREM. If T is an ideal in Top, then the property sfpp(f) 
is 4; -invariant. 
PROOF. Let D be a class of spaces with the property ¥fpp(F). Su-
ppose X 4 ^ » ^ e must show that X£s"fpp(r"). 
Let U £ X. Pick a F ^ X with 2V < 11. Since X < z), there is a Y £ 
Z) and maps u:X > Y and d:Y > X such that dou< V. Let £/ = ljd ̂ 7 . 
Since Y £ sfpp(r~), there is a Z £ Y such that Fix^ (U, Z) holds. Let 
s = Z £ X. Let n £ X refines both V and s . We claim that f±xf(U, 17) 
is true. 
Indeed, let an f:X > 17 in T be given. Let p:!7 — > S . Put g = 
uzop»fod:Y — > Z . Observe that g^T. By Fix^ ((V, Z ) , there is a y £ Y 
with y ~ g ( y ) . Let x = d(y) ̂  X. It is easy to check that x ~ f ( x ) . 
We shall now identify several ^-invariant properties from the 
general topology. 
For a class of topological spaces D , let W denote a class of all 
spaces Y such that there is an X £ D and a map f:X — > Y of X onto Y. 
(6.15) LEMMA. If X < D, then there is a net U J ^ T in (IX) H 
(W) such that A, » X. 
i m 
PROOF. Let I = 'x. For an i = U £ I, choose a Y QD and maps u:X 
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» Y and d:Y — > X such that d»u < l1 . Put A± = d(Y) £ (aX) f\(id). 
Let f = d*u:X > A. and let g denote the inclusion of A. into X. Cle-
arly, f < U and g < U. Hence, A, ~ X and A. — > X. 
° ^ i m l m 
A topological property TT is m-stable provided X £ TT and Y£i[xj 
imply Y £ TT. 
(6.16) THEOREM. Every property TT which is both m-invariant and 
-stable is also ^-invariant. 
PROOF. Let D be a class of spaces with the property II. Suppose 
X 4 D. We must show that X £ T T . 
By the above lemma, there is a net U , ,/-T in (aX) f\ (±D) such 
that A. -̂ -> X. Since TT is m-stable, Ai G. TT for every i £ I. Finally, 
since || is also m-invariant, we get X £ \\. 
(6.17) COROLLARY. The following properties are ^-invariant: 
compactness, almost compactness L_lJ , countable compactness, Lindelof, 
and "to have = n components". 
PROOF. The listed properties are clearly m-stable and by the re-
sults in r 11 j and M21 they are also m-invariant. 
Recall that a space X is pseudocompact provided every real-valued 
(continuous) map f:X > R is bounded. 
(6.18) THEOREM.'Pseudocompactness is a ^-invariant property. 
PROOF. Let D be a class of pseudocompact spaces. Suppose X ̂  D. 
We must show that X is pseudocompact. 
Let f :X — > R be a continuous map. Let Ij denote a cover of the 
real line R with open segments (n, n + 2) ( n ^ Z ) . Let U - f~ (V) = 
|jf £ X. Since X <^ /}, there is a I £ D and maps u:X — > Y and d:Y — > 
X such that d©u ̂  U* Put g = f«d:Y — > R. Since Y is pseudocompact, 
the function g is bounded, i. e., there is a k £ N such that g(Y) £2 
Q-k, k]. Clearly, g«u(X) = f«d«u(X)C [fk» k3« But, f«>dou and f are 
l/-close, so that f(X)£ Q-k -2, k + 2j. In other words, f is bounded. 
Hence, X is pseudocompact. 
Recall that a space X is called strongly paracompact fl6, p. 404] 
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if X is a Hausdorff space and every open cover of X has a star-finite 
open refinement. 
(6.19) THEOREM. Let D be a class of strongly paracompact spaces. 
Let X be a paracompact Hausdorff space. If X 4^Df then X is also stro-
ngly paracompact. 
PROOF. Let U. be an open cover of X. Since X is paracompact-, U £ 
X. Pick a V ̂ X with 217 < * 1 . Since X -^ D> there is a Y £ D and maps 
u:X — > Y and d:Y > X such that doU < V. Let U = V& £ Y. Since Y is 
strongly paracompact, there is a star-finite open refinement 2 of lV. 
Put S = Z . It is easy to check that S is a star-finite refinement of 
//. 
Let T be a cardinal number. Recall that a space X is T -bounded 
provided a closure of every subset of X of cardinality = X is a com-
pact space. 
(6.20) THEOREM. Let D be a class of X -bounded spaces. Let X be 
a paracompact Hausdorff space. If X 4^ Df then X is also T-bounded. * 
PROOF. Let A be a subset of X with |A| = X. For each U £. X con-
struct a compact set Ay. in X as follows. 
Pick a V £ X with 2V < U. Since X < / ) , there is a Y £D and maps 
u:X > Y and d:Y > X such that d»u < V. Observe that \u(A)\ = T . 
Since Y is f-bounded, u(A) is a compact subset of Y. Put A^ = 
d(u(A)). It is easy to check that Ay.'~A. Hence, the net { A^J p-con-
verges [11 | to A. Since X is paracompact Hausdorff space, A is P-em-
bedded in X. It follows from [_1lJ» that A is compact. Hence, X is T -
bounded. 
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